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1. Book an appointment through Passport Seva Portal http://passportindia.gov.in

2. Visit the designated Passport Seva Kendra (PSK) per the appointment date/time, along with
all the required original documents and photocopies. Applicant's presence is mandatory.



Step 1: Security Check



Step 2: Pre-processing Area

Collect a token from the Token Issuance Counter.



Token:

The token contains a Token Number, which appears at the top of the token. This Token
Number is used for further sequential processing of application at PSK.



Step 3: Waiting Lounge

Enter through the turnstile and wait in the waiting area till your Token Number is displayed
on the Token display screen.



LCD Display:

Token Numbers are displayed on the Token display screen in the manner shown below. The
Counter Number where the applicant needs to proceed for his processing appears next to the
Token Number. When your Token Number is displayed, proceed towards the designated PSK
Counter ‘A’ .



Step 4: Processing Zone - PSK Counter ‘A’
At the designated service counter, Citizen Service Executive(CSE) will scan and upload
supporting documents into the Passport Seva system. The CSE will click your photograph,
take fingerprints and will collect the applicable passport services fee (if not already paid
online). Personal Particulars as in the system will be printed and given to you for verification
and signature, this would be scanned and uploaded in the system.



After completion of processing at PSK Counter ‘A’, wait in the waiting lounge till your Token
Number is displayed on the Token display screen for further processing at designated PSK
Counter ‘B’.



Step 5: Application Verification Zone - PSK Counter ‘B’
At the designated service counter, Verification Officer (VO) will check the original documents
for completeness and correctness.



After completion of processing at PSK Counter ‘B’, wait in the waiting lounge till your Token
Number is displayed on the token display screen for further processing at designated PSK
Counter ‘C’.



Step 6: Granting Zone - PSK Counter ‘C’
At the designated service counter, Granting Officer (GO) takes a decision on granting of the
passport.



Step 7: Exit Gate

Collect the printout of the final status of your application (Acknowledgement Letter) from the
Exit Counter. Keep this Acknowledgement Letter to track the status of your application.



Please note that:

✓ After successful application form submission, with final status as "Granted", the passport

printing would be initiated in case of Post/No Police Verification.

✓ In case the application has been granted on Pre Police Verification basis, the passport

printing would be initiated after a clear police report is received.



The applicant can track the status of the application anytime and anywhere:

➢ Through the Passport India website: http://passportindia.gov.in

➢ By calling the Call Centre at: 1800-258-1800



Thank You
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